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Content marketing snapshot survey:
professional services firms
This report provides a snapshot of the state of content marketing among UK
professional services firms, based on a quick survey of marketing professionals within
the sector carried out in September 2016. The survey was completed by 26 firms.
Key findings
How do firms rate themselves?
A third (35%) of firms describe their content marketing activities as
‘half-hearted’, while only 15% describe them as ‘pretty impressive’
and just one firm considers itself ‘market leading’.

Sources of inspiration
Internal subject matter experts and fee earners are the main
source of content ideas for the firms surveyed, followed by
monitoring media sources and hot topics from other sectors.
Reviewing competitors’ content and involving clients in idea
generation is given less emphasis.

Having a plan
The above findings are perhaps not surprising given that only two
firms say they have a documented content marketing plan that
everyone in the firm adheres to. The majority of firms (62%) say
they are ‘working on’ their plans, while 15% admit that they have no
plan at all.

Getting it out there
When choosing distribution channels for their content, the majority
of firms (62%) say they tend to use the channels they’ve always
used, while 39% say they monitor and measure the effectiveness
of the channels they use and less than a quarter (23%) say their
choice of channels is determined using audience personas.

Biggest challenges
Creating content that really engages their target audiences is the
biggest content challenge for the firms in our survey, followed by
measuring effectiveness. Other key challenges highlighted include
regularity of content, lack of people with the right skills and the
limitations of firms’ CRM systems and marketing technology.

Measuring success
Digital measures such as website visits and social media shares
are the most important content metrics for the firms surveyed,
followed by new business leads. Far fewer firms measure contentrelated sales or conversion rates.

Priorities for the next 12 months
Creating more engaging content is also most firms’ top priority for
the next 12 months, along with creating more visual content and
repurposing content more effectively.

What is your firm’s main business activity?

Other 7.7%
Financial services 3.8%
Management
consultancy 11.5%

Accountancy
34.6%

Law 42.3%

How would you describe your firm’s content
marketing activities?
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Does your firm have a content
marketing plan?
34.6%

Yes – it's documented
and everyone adheres
to it 7.7%

Er, no
15.4%

We're working on it
61.5%

Yes – it's documented,
but it's in a desk drawer
gathering dust 7.7%
Yes – it's in my head 7.7%

What are your firm’s three biggest content marketing
challenges?
Coming up with ideas for our content
Creating content that really engages our target audience(s)
Creating and distributing content as regularly as we’d like
Knowing which channels to use to distribute our content
Measuring the effectiveness of our content marketing efforts
We don’t have enough people with the right skills
Our CRM and other marketing tech systems aren’t up to scratch
The quality of our recipient data isn’t good enough
Our fee earners and management team just don’t get it
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In terms of content creation, your top three priorities
for the next 12 months are to:
Create more written content
Create more visual content
Make more use of video
Make our content more engaging
Repurpose our content more effectively
Get better at personalising content
Better understand our audience’s needs
Improve the writing skills of our marketing/BD functions
Improve the writing skills of our fee earners
We have other priorities
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How do you come up with ideas for your content?

Speak to our internal subject-matter experts/fee-earners
Keep an eye on what our competitors talk about
See what’s ‘hot’ in other sectors or industries
and apply it to ours
Follow national and business media
Follow blogs and other social media
Run external surveys of clients and contacts
Work with external advisers
Get ideas from our client service teams from
their interactions with clients
We come up with ideas in other ways
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How do you choose which distribution channels to use?

We measure and monitor the effectiveness of the channels
we use, and adapt our strategy accordingly
We see what channels our competitors use and generally
use the same ones
Our client service team asks clients which channels they use

We’re advised by content distribution specialists

We tend to use the same channels we’ve always used

This is determined by our audience personas
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Which are your three most important metrics used to
measure the effectiveness of your content marketing?
Leads
Sales
Website visits
Social shares and comments
SEO traffic
Conversion rates
Downloads
Anecdotal reports
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About Thirdperson
As content marketing specialists, we have a tried and tested
approach to create and deliver fit-for-purpose content to help meet
your marketing and business goals if you don’t have the time,
expertise or resources.
We can provide all the support you need to get seen and heard by
the right audiences by bringing together experience in all types of
written and visual content across all marketing channels.
Our clients tell us they value the long-lasting relationships they’ve
built with us to help them get the best return on their content
marketing investment.
We’ll help you tell your story and get results. And we’ll take the
pain out of the process.

Next steps
If you’d like to discuss the findings of this
survey in more detail, or hear more about
how we help our clients with their content
requirements, please get in touch.
Call us: L
 ondon – 020 7096 5026
Harpenden – 01582 764 814
Email us: judyarmstrong@thirdperson.co.uk
Or visit our website: www.thirdperson.co.uk

